
 

Dear Folks: 

 

 I start writing a letter and a doz things come up and it is laid to one side.  We have 

had some large crowds at our Foot Ball games, and the Stadium is so near us we have 

been able to get our lot full of Cars at $8.00 each, and I am using this money for new 

clothes, a nice new Tailored Suit and Hat & Shoes to match.  I have had nothing for 

several years. 

 

 I have some new records and the State Librarian at Lansing came to see me to see 

if they can help in any way to get all of my records set up and they will bind theirs and 

the U of M will bind 2 copies Keep one and give me one.  I have most of the work done 

on 10 of my families Rice, Goss, Leland, Kendall, Scott, Montanye, Melvin, White, 

Warren, Osborn, some on Cannon, and Elijah Wood, and what have you. 

 

 I am well and have my house all cleaned up and most of the decorating done.  I 

have company every Saturday there is a Foot Ball game, Etta and family and Cousins and 

nephews etc. 

 

 I have a nice family up stairs and a lady in my back bed room that teaches Voice 

at the school of Music.  Why did Levi serve in N.Y. State in 1812. 

 

 I took my daughter Etta in the D.A.R. on Solomon Goss, and when her papers 

returned to the Chapter they had written on them stating Sophia Rummerfield was born in 

N.Y., so I have written to them to see what County.  Her father S Rummerfield might 

have a 1812 or Rev. record.  In Adrian I found that Levi Goss sold some land to John 

Rummerfield that no doubt was Sophia’s brother not her father as Levi wrote my 

grandmother Mary Goss, “that we have buried Olive your sister by her grandmother and 

that stone says Nancy wife of S Rummerfield. 

 

 How are all of the family and don’t any of the boys ever come near Ann Arbor.  I 

would like to see you all. And if you want anything added to this book send it along.  

Perhaps Geo Smith might like this last on Levi Goss.  Best wishes 

 

    Flora Osborn 

 

Lewis has gone to Arizona for the winter he is quite poorly he has Arthritis of the spine. 

(Her son). 

 

(Handwritten Dec 1946 – Looks like PHG’s handwriting otherwise no date on this letter). 
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